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Introducing the Gregory Smart Chair, the most intelligent 

ergonomic technology the market has ever seen, combining 

Gregory’s award winning ergonomic seat technology with cutting 

edge sensor technology to create a holistic ergonomic solution.

In built sensors in the dual density seat foam automatically detect 

when the user is seated incorrectly (potentially in a poor ergonomic 

position) and sends a push notification to the users smartphone 

to alert them.  Further to the ergonomic notification, the sensors 

will also alert a user when they have been in a seated position for 

too long and it is time to move for their wellbeing, minimising the 

health risks associated with sitting for extended periods of time. 

The smart chair feature is optional on all gregory 

chairs at time of manufacturing.
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More than simply an ergonomic chair, gregory smart chairs open up a whole whole new dimension of 

ergonomics and wellness ensuring the most valuable asset in any organisation, you, are protected.

smart  |  connected  |  ergonomics
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sensors detects when 
chair is in use

notification sent to app to 
activate wellness

 Alerts users when seated in poor posture

 Reduces the chance of develping deep vein thrombosis (DVT)

 Improves productivity and wellbeing

 Automatic asset auditing to reduce risk 



All gregory smart chairs come with free access to the 

Gregory smart chair app. This app enables you to take 

advantage of 30 years of ergonomic knowledge and 

research so you can enjoy the complete gregory experience 

and ensure you are seated in the optimum position.

You can monitor your time seated during the day and make 

adjustments to your routines to achieve optimum and 

regular break times for maximum circulation benefits.
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You have been seated for 1 hour
It is time to stand and stretch your muscles.

now

gregory 

Posture alert
Please ensure you are seated right into the 
back of your chair against the backrest.

now
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Simply scan the unique QR code underneath your 

gregory chair to sync your smartphone to and 

begin enjoying the Gregory experience.

 Wellness statistics

 Chair operating instructions

 Chair videos

 Request quote

 Asset audit

 Safety

 Customer support
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gregory
ergonomic smart chair app

gregory app
features

Chair instructions

Step by step instructions 

on how to adjust your 

gregory chair

Wellness statistics

Monitor your time seated 

to ensure maximum 

activity and wellness

Gregory chair videos

Step by step video 

instructions on how to 

adjust your gregory chair

Request a quote

Request a quote 

to purchase a new 

gregory chair

Customer support

Speak with one of 

our friendly customer 

support professionals

Asset audit

Information regarding 

the age, warranty and 

specification of your 

furniture assets

Safety

Lodge a repair request for 

a technician to inspect/

repair your Gregory chair

*App under continuous development. Not all features 
listed above may be available at time of launch.



Gregory Commercial Furniture Pty Limited 
ABN: 77 120 112 969

Sydney | Melbourne | Brisbane | Canberra | Adelaide | 
Perth | Tasmania

Unit 4, 2 Southridge Street 
Eastern Creek, NSW, 2766

1300 003 339 or 02 8808 0400

sales@inventisgregory.com.au

A proudly Australian owned company providing 

Ergonomic Office and Commercial Furniture Solutions. 

Gregory Commercial Furniture specialises in creating 

original and unique ergonomic seat technologies for 

office chairs. From ergonomic office chairs to visitor 

seating and lounges, Gregory has the solution for you.
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